Si View Dance
Si View Dance | COVID-19 Procedures
Instructors: Dance instructors will take participant temperatures before coming into
class each day, and will be asked to stay home if they have any symptoms of Covid-19
until those symptoms are gone or they have had a negative COVID-19 test. A touch-less
thermometer will be available at class time if needed.
Instructors will do their best to maintain social distancing in class – dancers will be given
their own spot to stand in to keep everyone spread out. There is a max of 10 dancers
per class. This will help with everyone being able to keep distance between dancers
and teacher.
Dancers: Please check your dancer for COVID-19 symptoms before they come to class.
Any student who appears to not feel well or reports any symptoms will be isolated and
sent home. In addition, any student who has had any possible exposure to COVID19 will not be allowed into class and will be asked to stay home for 2 weeks. COVID19 symptoms here.
Parent/Guardian: Parents will not be allowed in the dance room to wait or watch for inperson classes. You will only be allowed in the building if you have a question for an
instructor and then you must be wearing a mask. For younger classes, if you need to
come in to get your child settled into class that is permitted. If you have a younger
dancer, please bring your child to the front door and the instructor will welcome them in
and help them get ready for class! At the end of class, you can wait outside, or come in
the building (with a mask) to help them change their shoes etc.
Mask Use: We will be following state and DOH guidelines on mask use. Masks are
optional for participants under the age of 3. Participants aged 3 and older must have
masks for class. We understand that this may be difficult with the cardio aspect of
dance. We will be taking things slower than normal and allowing for mask/water breaks
during class. Teachers will be wearing masks. If your dancer does not have a mask with
them, we will provide them with one.
Cleaning: We will be wiping down door handles and barres frequently. Props used in
class (primarily Creative Movement and Pre Ballet) will be cleaned in between classes.
Class Prep: Please be on time to pick up your dancer so we do not have overlap
between classes. We have spaced out the classes to allow time for going and coming
to class.
Please come dressed and ready for class. Try not to bring any extras to class time. We
will have an X on the floor for each student to put a small bag and water bottle.
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